LIFE’S ENCORES:
THE STORY OF ENCORE RESORT
Coloring Book Text
Grace Perrotta

Main Characters:
Nico Luna – The oldest sibling with a taste for the finer things in life. Loves luxury, design, and
food.
Dani Luna – The middle child with a ton of energy. Loves sports, the outdoors, and the extreme!
Max Luna – The youngest child who yearns for adventure. Loves thrills, epic exploration, and
Sammy, his surf-loving teddy bear.
Grandpa Finn – Wise, spunky, and fun! Wants his grandkids to treasure time together.

Story Text:
1. This story starts on a stormy day when the Luna siblings bickered, each demanding their
way.
2. Nico, Dani, and Max simply could not agree on the next big vacation for the Luna family.
3. Nico demanded luxury and nothing less, setting his sights on only the best.
4. Dani’s desires were sporty and clear. She wanted to go where fans would cheer.
5. Max dreamed of thrills and adventures further that he could enjoy with Sammy, the
surfer!
6. But there was not one place with each passion provided, leaving the three stiff, stubborn,
and divided.
7. Their fighting was endless. It was too much to handle! Mom and Dad had no choice. The
vacation was canceled!
8. The siblings were sad, tears ready to pour, but before they could cry, there was a knock
at the door.
9. Grandpa Finn appeared with no invitation. He had sensed something wrong with no
indication.
10. To Grandpa Finn, their mother lamented, “If only the perfect place could be invented!”
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11. Responding, he said, “No worries, my dear. I’ll work my magic and make your problems
disappear.”
12. So began the adventure of Nico, Dani, and Max, now on the road, with a tank full of gas.
13. As Grandpa Finn drove to a location unknown, he proudly recounted adventures of his
own.
14. His tales of expeditions, art, and excitement galore were all what he called “life’s
encores.”
15. According to Finn, you’ll recognize one when “you want to do something again and
again!”
16. He continued to stress that while expectations are met, “there’s a key to life’s encores
you shouldn't forget.”
17. Alas, the kids did not hear it; they were heavy in thought, dreaming up their own
encores, hoping that’s where they’re brought.
18. Eventually, they parked – their destination revealed! They weren't at an encore... just an
empty field.
19. Though the rain was still pouring, they got out to look. It was then that Finn spotted a
bizarre, glowing book.
20. Finn examined its pages - untouched and still dry - and presented his grandkids colors to
apply.
21. The kids turned away. Confused, they moped. They did not want to draw – especially
soaked!
22. With a big smirk, Finn drew on the white, knowing what comes next would surely excite.
23. Once he was done, Finn cheered with zeal as a huge gust of magic turned his drawing
real!
24. As Finn’s clubhouse appeared, three jaws hit the floor! Each kid tore a page for their
separate encore.
25. Apart, they each drew, but no drawing transformed. With every failed draft, their
frustration stormed.
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26. Watching his grandkids, Finn knew at his core it was time to share what he tried to
before.
27. By resharing the key, Finn ended their rage. “When it comes to life’s encores, you must
be on the same page.”
28. Now having listened, the three worked as a team to draw up shared encores – their
collective new dream.
29. First focusing on Max and Sammy, his bear, they created a water park with epic fun flair!
30. With Dani in mind, their active sides soared as they drew sporty spaces to play, bond,
and score!
31. And Nico’s eye for luxury was not put to waste when they created restaurants with his
incredible taste.
32. With magic sprawling and imaginations untamed, the Luna siblings drew till only one
page remained.
33. In the spirit of sharing, the three went together and gave Finn the page in the now sunny
weather.
34. Finn smiled with pride. His plan was no goof! So he drew a place for his family to stay –
all under one roof!
35. The magic home appeared, and so did many more. Now countless families could stay
and experience encores!
36. With Mom and Dad’s arrival, Finn was happy to report that the kids worked together to
create “Encore Resort!”
37. This happy story ends with a Luna family celebration in the perfect place to go when it’s
time to vacation!
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Additional Info:
Story Goals
●
●
●

To create an arc that celebrates creativity, teamwork, and treasuring time with family
Tie in existing facilities, amenities, marketing taglines, and more
Write the story in such a way that justifies resort and story expansion in the future

Project Objectives
●

Create a 35 to 40-page coloring book detailing the story of Encore Resort at Reunion

Intended Use of Project:
●
●
●

To be sent to families with children to enjoy in the days leading up to their vacation
To be available within the resort in family and children's spaces
To be a vacation takeaway that fosters warm memories
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